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SHEER FUN
The new generation Mitsubishi Colt has thrilled the audience right from its first appearance in 2004. It was widely appreciated

and rewarded for its fine compact body and yet spacious and versatile interior. That was only the beginning. Mitsubishi Motors

is delighted to announce two new arrivals, the Colt CZ3 and Colt CZT. Two stunning 3-door hatchbacks with all proven qualities

which gave the Mitsubishi Colt its fame. The Colt CZ3 is a compact hatchback with a beautiful style and sheer fun to drive. 

The Colt CZT is the ultra-sporting car with pure adrenaline under its skin. That is the feeling you get from the moment you lay

your hands on the steering wheel and your right foot hits the accelerator. But even for cars as complete and appealing as the

Colt CZ3 and Colt CZT, a wide range of tailor-made accessories is available. This brochure shows you how you can drive your

Colt CZ3 or Colt CZT your way, with all the stylish extras you like.

TRANSPORT & LEISURE



COMPACT BEAUTY, READY TO GO
The Colt CZ3 shows all dynamics you wish for in a modern compact hatchback. It is the ultimate result of the new Mitsubishi

Colt design in which all sharp lines and styling details smoothly come together. From its clean-cut nose to its fast back tail

with sharply angled taillights: the Colt CZ3 is a compact beauty, ready to go. And yet you can add your personal touch to its

already great appearance. A front airdam and side- and rear skirts will give your compact hatchback just the great finish it

deserves. Of course all these genuine accessories are tailor-made for perfect fit and safety.
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EXTERIOR STYLING

Colt CZ3 shown with front
airdam, side- and rear
skirts, fog lamps, B-pillar
decoration foil and alloy
wheels.



Side skirts
To be painted.
Standard on Colt CZT.
MZ312906

B-pillar decoration foil, 
carbon look
For Colt CZ3 MZ313394
For Colt CZT MZ313395
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EXTERIOR STYLING

Front airdam
To be painted.
For Colt CZ3 only.
MZ312905

Rear spoiler
To be painted.

For Colt CZ3 only.
MZ313149

Tailgate garnish
Chromed decorative

moulding on rear gate.
MZ313393

Rear skirt
To be painted.

MZ312907

B-pillar decoration foil,
detail shots



Lockable wheel nuts
Alloy wheels can be 
protected against theft
with lockable wheel nuts.

Alloy wheel - 6.5J x 16"
5 split spoke
MZ312816

Lockable wheel nuts
MZ312694

Alloy wheel - 6.5J x 16"
7 spoke
MZ313018

Lockable wheel nuts
MZ312693
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EXTERIOR STYLING

Exhaust finisher,
chromed

For 1.1 MPI. 
MZ313396

Alloy wheel - 6.5J x 16"
5 split spoke, 
Colt CZT design.
Standard on Colt CZT.
MZ313427

Lockable wheel nuts
MZ312693 

Wheel cover, 15"
8 spoke 

For Colt CZ3 only.
MZ313016

Wheel cover, 14"
9 spoke 

For Colt CZ3 only.
MZ313015

Alloy wheel - 6J x 15"
7 spoke

For Colt CZ3 only.
MZ313017

Lockable wheel nuts
MZ312693
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INTERIOR 
STYLING

Steering wheel,
Colt CZT design 

High quality black leather/perforated black red leather.
Standard on Colt CZT.

MZ313426

Gear shift knob,
Colt CZT design 

High quality black leather/perforated black red leather.
Colour matching to Colt CZT steering wheel.

Standard on Colt CZT.
MN178049XA

Accent parts, silver colour
Air vents MZ313107

Combimeter rings MZ313108



Sports pedal kit
Aluminium brushed 
(set of 3 pcs).
Standard on Colt CZT.
For m/t.
MZ313109

Steering wheel,
high quality 

black/grey leather
MZ313104

Gear shift knob,
high quality grey leather

Colour matching to
black/grey steering wheel.

MZ313106

Accent parts,
silver colour

Air vents 
MZ313107

Combimeter rings
MZ313108

Steering wheel,
high quality
black/red leather
MZ313102

Gear shift knob,
high quality red leather
Colour matching to
black/red steering wheel.
MZ313105

Accent parts, 
silver colour
Air vents 
MZ313107
Combimeter rings
MZ313108

INTERIOR STYLING

Audio control
The steering wheels are
applicable to vehicles

with or without steering
wheel audio control.

Audio control does not
work with PZ-5000 
navigation system.
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DESIGNED FOR COOL PEOPLE
The Colt’s totally new designed interior was already widely appreciated. Also in this 3-door Hatchback it is a class of its own.

Sitting behind the wheel the trendy design of fascia, controls and interior trims refreshes body and soul. On top of that there

is the spacious and versatile interior for both sporting and comfortable driving. You still can’t get enough? No problem. Just

pick your choice from the wide variety of stylish and sporty extras, all designed to match the  interior of the Colt CZT and Colt

CZ3 perfectly. And next to accessories like leather finished steering wheels and gear shift knobs or a sports pedal kit, there

is more to enjoy. What to think of a perfectly integrated navigation system or radio CD player? Whatever you prefer, you will

always drive your Colt CZ3 or Colt CZT your own way.

Arrow type navigation 
system PZ-5000

Colour arrow type 
navigation system, 4.9"

colour display, RDS (EON/
PTY) tuner, CD player, CD

changer control, telephone
mute preparation, trip

computer mode switch, 
4 x 25W. CD music play is
possible while navigation

is in use thanks to the
internal memory with 

corridor function. A 
security code card is 

supplied with PZ-5000.
MZ312960

Note: steering wheel
audio control does not

work with PZ-5000.

CD-ROM, digital road
maps for PZ-5000

Please see the quick 
reference list.

Installation kit for 
PZ-5000

MZ313141

Remote control 
Optional for PZ-5000 

navigation system.
MZ313044

Tweeter set
Set of 2 tweeters for
mounting in front doors.
MZ313021

Speaker set
Set of 2 front- and 
2 rear speakers.
MZ313437

IN-CAR ENTERTAINMENT
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IN-CAR ENTERTAINMENT

Mobile phone console kit
Colt dedicated console and wiring harness.

For combination with:
- PZ-1000 and PZ-2000 audio

MZ313180
- PZ-5000 navigation

MZ313181

Mobile phone cradles
Cradles are available for various 

types of mobile phones. 
Please ask your dealer for more information.

Mobile phone hands free base kit
Includes switchbox, microphone and base plate 
(cradle needs to be clicked into the base plate).
Please check with your dealer if your mobile phone is 
provided with Digital Sound Processing (DSP).

For mobile phones with DSP MZ313137
For mobile phones without DSP MZ313138

Mobile phone/radio
antenna ("TRI-WAY")
Roof antenna. 
AM/FM and dual band 
for GSM 900 & 1800 net. 
Replaces the original Colt
radio antenna.
MZ313139

10 Disc CD changer
Applicable to PZ-5000.
MZ312569

Adapter cable
To connect the 10 disc 
CD changer to PZ-5000
navigation system.
MZ594714

6 Disc CD changer
For dashboard installation.

Applicable to PZ-1000 and PZ-2000.
MZ312968

Installation kit for 6 disc CD changer
MZ313141

PZ-1000
RDS-EON radio, CD changer control, telephone mute 
preparation, trip computer mode switch, 4 x 35W. 
MZ312967 

PZ-2000
RDS-EON radio, CD player, CD changer control, telephone
mute preparation, trip computer mode switch, 4 x 35W.
MZ312966 

Mobile phone antenna
Window antenna. Dual

band patch antenna for
GSM 900 & 1800 net.

MZ313140

Note: Mobile phone car kit consists of mobile phone 
console, - cradle, - hands free base kit and - antenna.
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MATCHING COMFORT 
Not only style and dynamics, but also the atmosphere of sheer comfort: that is the wonderful extra quality of the Colt CZ3 and

Colt CZT, just making the difference in their class. Attention to every detail can be found in the way controls have been

arranged. Comfortable seats which offer you perfect support and a tasteful interior of well chosen colours and materials, 

combined with a great finish: drive your Colt CZ3 or Colt CZT and you will be tempted to take the long way home. To do justice

to this well balanced combination of style and comfort, Mitsubishi Motors developed several useful extras for your daily drive,

no matter whether your destination is business or pleasure. These accessories all meet the style and quality of the interior

and therefore they all match your Colt CZ3 and Colt CZT perfectly.

Side window deflectors
Front doors set.
MZ313399

Pollen filter
For models with or without
air-conditioning.
Standard on Colt CZT.
MR958017

Colt CZ3 interior shown
with steering wheel and

gear shift knob (both Colt
CZT design), sports 

pedals, silver-coloured
air vent- and combimeter

rings, aluminium entry
guards, textile mats and

mobile phone kit.

COMFORT

Sun blinds set
For rear passenger 

windows.
Including storage bag

with Colt logo.
MZ313400

Storage bag for sun blinds
When not in use, the sun
blinds can be put away in
the storage bag.



Entry guards, 
brushed aluminium 
Front doors set.
For Colt CZ3 only.
MZ313423

Entry guard foil
Front doors set.

For Colt CZ3 only.
MZ313424

COMFORT

Cool/hot box
Portable 12V powered
cool/hot box.
220V ~ 12V adapter is
available (optional).
Suitable for 1.5 litre 
bottles. Capacity 14 litres.
MZ313057

For more cool/hot box
accessories, please see
the quick reference list.

Cargo room cover
Hard type, grey.

MR951555HA

CD holder
Storage case for 6 CD's.

Can be stored in the 
seat storage bag.

MZ313118

Front seat storage tray
Sliding tray under the

passenger front seat.
For Colt CZ3 only.

MZ313019
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Seat storage bag 
Removable, can also be
used as backpack.
Includes storage for the
CD holder.
MZ313119 

Seat storage bag 
Front view

Seat storage bag 
Rear view

Rubber mat set, front
LHD MZ313420
RHD MZ313421

Rubber mat set, rear
MZ313037

Textile mat sets, front and rear

For vehicles without 
rear heater option
Classic, LHD MZ313412
Classic, RHD MZ313413
Comfort, LHD MZ313414
Comfort, RHD MZ313415

For vehicles with 
rear heater option
Classic, LHD MZ313129
Classic, RHD MZ313130
Comfort, LHD MZ313131
Comfort, RHD MZ313132

Textile mat sets,
Colt CZT design

Black with red edges and
red Colt CZT logo.

For Colt CZT without rear
heater option

Comfort, LHD MZ313416
Comfort, RHD MZ313418

For Colt CZT with rear
heater option

Comfort, LHD MZ313417
Comfort, RHD MZ313419



COMPACT DESIGN, HIGH SAFETY
The Colt CZ3 and Colt CZT excel in both active and passive safety. Our engineers have worked hard to provide you with all tools

you need to avoid any incident and offer you maximum protection in case of emergency the same time. High tech electronics

like standard ABS, Electronic Brakeforce Distribution (EBD) and the optional Mitsubishi Active Stability Control (MASC)

including Mitsubishi Active Traction Control (MATC) help you keep the right trail and give you the support you wish in hazardous

situations. Mitsubishi’s Reinforced Impact Safety Evolution (RISE) safety cell and optional ISOFIX mounting points for 

compatible child seats give you that extra reassuring feeling. The Colt CZ3 and Colt CZT’s safety equipment is of a high 

standard. Nevertheless we developed some extra safety accessories for you, just to be sure. That goes from front- or rear 

parking assistance to a child safety seat for the youngest passengers, available in several age categories.  22 23



Fog lamp kit
Incl. switch and bezels.
Bezels supplied in black
colour; can be painted in
body colour.
Standard on Colt CZT.
MZ313428

Mudguards,
front set

For vehicles without side skirts
MZ313033

For vehicles with side skirts
MZ313410

Mudguards,
rear set

For vehicles without rear skirt
MZ313409  

For vehicles with rear skirt
MZ313411  

Rear parking assistance
Assists reversing with audible distance indication.
Sensors can be painted in body colour.
Set of 4 rear sensors.
MZ313401

Rear bumper protection foil 
MZ313425

Parking assistance,
front and rear kit

Set of 4 rear- and 2 front sensors, with display 
MME31383

Set of 4 rear- and 2 front sensors, 
with audible distance indication 

MME31384
Set of 2 additional front sensors 

MME31393
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Child safety seat 
"Baby-Safe" 

For babies up to 
15 months and 13 kgs.

MZ312807

Child safety seat 
"Lord"

For children between 
8 months and 4 years old.

MZ312745

Child safety seat 
"Duo Plus" (ISOFIX)
For children between 
8 months and 4 years old.
MZ313200

Safety kit
Includes first aid kit 
and warning triangle.
MZ312959

First aid kit
MZ312958

Warning triangle
MZ312957

SAFETY & PROTECTION



RELIABLE COMPANION
Like in safety, you don’t need to be tallest in order to perform best. The Colt CZ3 and Colt CZT were also designed to get the

very maximum out of it in practical use. The versatility of the interior that offers you varieties in passenger seats and luggage

room is proof of that. The Colt CZ3 and Colt CZT show you exactly what a modern compact hatchback can be great in. But 

there is more. A towbar or roof carrier in combination with several extension sets makes your Colt CZ3 and Colt CZT big in 

transportation. Therefore this youthful car is also a travel companion you can rely on, no matter what sporting or leisure gear

you are taking with you. Of course all genuine accessories meet Mitsubishi’s highest standards, for transportation in full 

comfort and safety.

TRANSPORT &
LEISURE

Colt CZ3 shown with 
B-pillar decoration foil, 
side- and rear skirts,
exhaust finisher, rear
spoiler, rear parking
assistance and alloy
wheels, Colt CZT design.
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Luggage carrier, 
black-coated steel

With adjustable ends 
to provide a flat 

surface for long loads.
Dimensions: 75 x 100 cm.

MZ535826

Load stops
Movable load stops to match the roof carrier exactly 

to the load you are transporting. Use tie-down 
straps to secure the load in position.

MZ312469

Tie down-strap
MZ311382

Bike carrier, aluminium
With integrated lock. 
All settings can be adjusted at roof height.
MZ311988

Bike carrier, black-coated steel
With integrated lock.

MZ312791

Some of the roof carriers
appearing in this brochure
may differ from the models
available in your market.
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TRANSPORT & LEISURE

Ski- / snowboard carrier
With integrated lock.
For max. four pairs of skis
or two snowboards.
MZ311974

Ski carrier (no ill.)
Four holders for two 
pairs of skis.
MZ535809

Kayak- / surfboard carrier
Including two tie-down straps.
MZ311380

Paddle- / mast holder
MZ311381

Roof carrier
With integrated lock for roof moulding applications.
Max. loading capacity 50 kg. 
(incl. roof carrier and attachments).
MZ313408



Exterior styling Page 4 - 9
Front airdam MZ312905
Rear spoiler MZ313149
Tailgate garnish MZ313393
Rear skirt MZ312907
Side skirts MZ312906
B-pillar decoration foil:
- for Colt CZ3 MZ313394
- for Colt CZT MZ313395
Exhaust finisher, for 1.1 MPI MZ313396
Alloy wheels, 6.5J x 16":
- 5 split spoke, Colt CZT design MZ313427
- 5 split spoke MZ312816
- 7 spoke MZ313018
Alloy wheels, 6J x 15":
- 7 spoke MZ313017
Wheel covers:
- 14", 9 spoke MZ313015
- 15", 8 spoke MZ313016
Lockable wheel nuts (4 pcs):
- cone nut seating, closed MZ312693
- cone nut seating, open MZ312694

Interior styling Page 10 - 13
Steering wheels:
- perforated black red leather, Colt CZT design MZ313426
- black/red leather MZ313102
- black/grey leather MZ313104
Gear shift knobs:
- perforated black red leather, 

Colt CZT design, m/t MN178049XA
- red leather, m/t MZ313105
- grey leather, m/t MZ313106
Accent parts, silver colour:
- air vents (4 pcs) MZ313107
- combimeter rings (3 pcs) MZ313108 
Sports pedal kit, m/t, (3 pcs) MZ313109

In-car entertainment Page 14 - 17
Tweeter set (2 pcs) MZ313021
Speaker set (4 pcs) MZ313437
PZ-5000, navigation system/radio/CD player MZ312960
Remote control for PZ-5000 MZ313044
Installation kit for PZ-5000 MZ313141
CD-ROM, digital road maps for PZ-5000:
- Benelux (Belgium, the Netherlands, Luxemburg) MZ312092
- France MZ312089
- Germany MZ312086
- Italy, Switzerland, Austria MZ312091
- Spain, Portugal MZ312377
- Sweden, Denmark MZ312085
- United Kingdom MZ312088
- European package (7 CD’s) MZ312639
Mobile phone accessories:
- mobile phone console kit, for combination with:

- PZ-1000 and PZ-2000 MZ313180
- PZ-5000 MZ313181

- mobile phone cradles please ask your dealer
- hands free base kit, for mobile phones with DSP MZ313137
- hands free base kit, for mobile phones 

without DSP MZ313138
- roof antenna MZ313139
- window antenna MZ313140
PZ-1000 radio MZ312967
PZ-2000 radio/CD player MZ312966
6 Disc CD changer, for PZ-1000 and PZ-2000 MZ312968
Installation kit for 6 disc CD changer MZ313141
10 Disc CD changer, applicable to PZ-5000 MZ312569
Adapter cable, to connect MZ312569 to PZ-5000 MZ594714

Comfort Page 18 - 21
Pollen filter MR958017
Side window deflectors MZ313399
Sun blinds set (2 pcs) MZ313400
Seat storage bag/backpack MZ313119
CD holder MZ313118
Cargo room cover MR951555HA
Cool/hot box MZ313057
- adapter 220V ~ 12V MZ313058
- adapter with UK plug MZ313059
- battery guard for cool/hot box MZ313060
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Front seat storage tray MZ313019
Entry guard foil MZ313424
Entry guards, brushed aluminium MZ313423
Textile mat sets:
- for Colt CZT without rear heater option

- Comfort, LHD MZ313416
- Comfort, RHD MZ313418

- for Colt CZT with rear heater option
- Comfort, LHD MZ313417
- Comfort, RHD MZ313419

- for vehicles without rear heater option
- Classic, LHD MZ313412
- Classic, RHD MZ313413
- Comfort, LHD MZ313414
- Comfort, RHD MZ313415

- for vehicles with rear heater option
- Classic, LHD MZ313129
- Classic, RHD MZ313130
- Comfort, LHD MZ313131
- Comfort, RHD MZ313132

Rubber mat sets:
- front, LHD MZ313420
- front, RHD MZ313421
- rear MZ313037

Safety & protection Page 22 - 25
Fog lamp kit MZ313428
Mudguards, front set: 
- for vehicles without side skirts MZ313033
- for vehicles with side skirts MZ313410  
Mudguards, rear set:
- for vehicles without rear skirt MZ313409  
- for vehicles with rear skirt MZ313411
Parking assistance:
- set of 4 rear sensors MZ313401  
- set of 4 rear- and 2 front sensors, with display MME31383
- set of 4 rear- and 2 front sensors, with 

audible distance indication MME31384
- set of 2 additional front sensors MME31393
Rear bumper protection foil MZ313425  
Child safety seats:
- "Duo Plus" (ISOFIX), 8 months - 4 years MZ313200
- "Lord", 8 months - 4 years MZ312745
- "Baby-Safe", < 15 months MZ312807
Safety kit MZ312959
First aid kit MZ312958
Warning triangle MZ312957

Transport & leisure Page 26 - 30
Roof carrier, for roof moulding applications MZ313408  
Load stops (4 pcs) MZ312469
Tie down-strap (1 pce) MZ311382
Kayak- / surfboard carrier MZ311380
Paddle- / mast holder MZ311381
Ski- / snowboard carrier MZ311974
Ski carrier (no ill.) MZ535809
Luggage carrier, black-coated steel MZ535826
Bike carrier, aluminium MZ311988
Bike carrier, black-coated steel MZ312791
Trunk tray MZ313422  
Towbar, detachable MZ313402  
Towbar wiring (no ill.):
- 7 pin, LHD/RHD MZ313403
- 7 pin, incl. C2 module, LHD MZ313404
- 7 pin, incl. C2 module, RHD MZ313434
- 7 pin, 12S universal harness, RHD MZ312327
- extension kit for 12S-harness for AMT 

models, RHD MZ313202
- 13 pin, for m/t models, LHD MZ313405  
- 13 pin, incl. C2 module, for m/t models, LHD MZ313407  
- 13 pin, incl. C2 module, for AMT models, LHD MZ313406  
- adapter socket from 13- to 7 pin MZ312649
- rear parking assistance cut-off, 7-pin socket MZ313124
- rear parking assistance cut-off, 13-pin socket MZ313127

Touch-up paint (no ill.) Please ask your dealer

Every effort has been made to ensure that the contents of this publication were accurate and up-to-date at the time of going to
press. The right is reserved to change specifications, partnumbers and features without prior notice. To avoid any misunder-
standings your Mitsubishi Motors dealer will advise of any alterations made since the date of issue of this brochure. No part of
this publication may be reproduced in any form or by any means, without the prior written permission of Mitsubishi Motors Europe
B.V.. Some of the products or vehicles shown in the brochure may differ from the models available in your market.
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Towbar, detachable
With integrated lock.

MZ313402

7- or 13-pin towbar wiring
kits are available.

Please see the quick 
reference list for details.

Trunk tray
MZ313422

TRANSPORT & LEISURE
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